TOGAF™ Customer requirements

- “A flow-down from corporate strategy to IS to the capability roadmap to enterprise architecture”
- “Understand from the corporate strategy what the IT function needs to deliver in the future and then link it with the EA to answer the question of how we are going to do it”
- “Establish multiple top level viewpoints and show the implications of change”
- “Strengthen the alignment with business to get buy in from the executives”

Source: Survey of members of The Open Group Architecture Forum – April 2007

Open Group staff contact: Chris Forde, VP Architecture - c.forde@opengroup.org
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The role of ArchiMate®

The Open Group Business Forum

- Vision
  - Collaboratively develop and maintain the preferred professional ecosystem for Business Architects and Business Analysts

- Mission
  - The Open Group Business Forum exists to create a common understanding among buyers, employers and practitioners, based on industry knowledge, open standards, models and frameworks, of how Business Architecture can provide an organization with meaningful information to ensure transformations consistently meet business objectives and drive business value

Security

- Acquisition Cyber Security Initiative
- Jericho Forum®
- Security Forum
- Identity Management
Security and Architecture

- Securing the Cloud: Collaboration with the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) on areas of joint interest. High priority issues for the Security Forum include identity & access management, data-centric security, and governance & compliance.
- Cloud/TOGAF-Security Guide: In collaboration with the Cloud Computing and SOA Working Groups, developing a best practice guide to describe the key requirements specific to assuring secure operations in Cloud and SOA environments.
- Secure Mobile Architectures (SMA) Standard: Specifying the common technologies for a standards-based SMA solution.

The Open Group Cloud Computing

- Customer enterprises are seeking:
  - Tools to improve business decisions about cloud computing
  - Avoid vendor lock-in
  - Increase confidence in decision making
  - Risk reduction
  - Safely attain competitive advantage
  - Determine ROI
  - Clarity of road map
  - A neutral one-stop shop for knowledge on cloud computing
  - Gain knowledge efficiently
  - Neutral viewpoint
  - Keep up to date
  - Leverage knowledge & experience of others
  - Get pre-filtered information

Cloud Computing Work Group – Output

- Cloud Buyers’ Requirements Questionnaire
- Cloud Business Use Cases Whitepaper
- Cloud Computing Explained Whitepaper
  - Definition, Terms, Benefits
- Business Impact of Cloud Computing
  - Translating a use case to a solution pattern that then drives the reference architecture
- Cloud Business Solution Architecture white paper
  - Deep dive on the business problems and requirements that may be best addressed by Cloud solutions, and sample text to use in requests for Cloud solutions
- Cloud Business Taxonomy presentation & white paper

Cloud Computing – White Papers

The Cloud Computing Work Group had produced four White Papers by the end of July, 2010:

- Building Return on Investment from Cloud Computing
- Strengthening your Business Case for Using Cloud
- Cloud Buyers’ Decision Tree
- Cloud Buyers’ Requirements Questionnaire

These have been the focus of substantial media interest, and they have been re-published on several media websites.

SOA Work Group

- Initial projects:
  - Definition of SOA
  - SOA Case Studies
  - Evaluation of Unique Value The Open Group can add to the Evolution of SOA
  - Further completed projects
  - SOA Governance
  - Open Group Service Integration Maturity Model (O/SIMM)
- Current projects:
  - Ontologies for SOA
  - SOA/TOGAF Practical Guide
  - Service-Oriented Cloud Computing Infrastructure
  - SOA Reference Architecture
  - SOA and Security
  - Legacy Evolution to SOA
Everyone wants case studies!

The Open Group has a working group within the Architecture Forum focused solely on case studies.

Several exist, and more are under development, including:

- Financial Services (several)
- Government
- Healthcare
- Oil industry
- Linking business strategy to IT through EA

These are available to members of The Open Group Architecture Forum.
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- Cybersecurity
  - High-profile speakers will highlight cybersecurity threats and the responses being made by governments and private enterprises, including integrating security into the development of enterprise architectures.

- Transforming EA into a Business Discipline
  - Thought-leaders and leading practitioners in Business Architecture will present the critical success factors for today’s Business Architect and we will show you how TOGAF™ can be used today to present Business Architecture in a meaningful way to the business.

- Cloud Computing — Business Impact of Cloud Computing
  - Hear the latest ideas on how to build and measure ROI from Cloud Computing.

Thank you.